Natural selection is typically exerted at some specific life stages. If natural selection takes place before a trait can be measured, using conventional models can cause wrong inference about population parameters. When the missing data process relates to the trait of interest a valid inference requires explicit modeling of the missing process. We propose a joint modeling approach, a shared parameter model, to account for non-random missing data.
Introduction
As emphasized in a recent review, a number of key issues in ecology and evolutionary biology can be only tackled using data collected in populations over many years (Clutton-Brock and Sheldon, 2010) . For instance, longterm studies in the common tern (Sterna hirundo) have identified traits that are naturally selected in an age-specific manner (e.g. Rebke et al., 2010) , which can then explain patterns of population dynamics (e.g. Ezard et al., 2007) . Selection is typically exerted at different intensities throughout life and identifying the life stages when selection is maximally exerted on a given phenotype will bring essential information on its adaptive function. This is however not an easy task because gathering information at all life stages can be logistically difficult. This is a problem because failing to collect data in the life stage when selection is maximally exerted on a given phenotype may give the wrong impression that this trait is not or only weakly selected. Data can be missing either because the entire population cannot be momentarily monitored or because animals are counter-selected even before the trait of interest can be measured. A very important question to answer is whether a specific trait is under (indirect) selection even before it is expressed. We here present quantitative genetic methods that allow us to identify whether the missing individuals from a long-term dataset with a known pedigree are not a random sample of the population.
Quantitative genetic studies of wild populations and domestic breeds often suffer from a considerable amount of missing data for a multitude of reasons, including that some individuals escape capture, migrate out of the 1 study area or die before the trait is measured (Nakagawa and Freckleton, 2008) . In animal and plant breeding it is often the case that only a subset of individuals selected for reproduction or cultivation are measured (Im et al., 1989; Piepho and Mohring, 2006) . Also in quantitative genetic analysis in medical research missing data is often a challenge (e.g. Verbeke and Molenberghs, 2000; Bechger et al., 2002) .
Current methods used to estimate relevant genetic parameters are mixed models often called animal models (Henderson, 1975; Lynch and Walsh, 1998 ). These models implicitly assume that the observed sample is a random and representative sample of the population under study. However, missing data may compromise this randomization justification, leading to biased inferences. How missing data affect statistical inference depends on why and how the data are missing, i.e. the nature of the missing data process. Little is however known about the potential effects of missing data on the bias of quantitative genetic estimates, in particular for wild populations.
According to Little and Rubin (2002) missing data theory distinguishes between missing completely at random (MCAR), missing at random (MAR) and missing not at random (MNAR). When missing data are MCAR, the missing data process is independent of any observed or unobserved data, i.e. the missing observations are purely a random sample of the potential full sample. Accidentally deleting an observation is an example of the MCAR mechanism. Given that the observed data provides sufficient power to the analysis, statistical inferences should be unbiased under MCAR. However, MCAR is a strong and rarely realistic ecological assumption (Hadfield, 2008; Nakagawa and Freckleton, 2008) . A less stringent assumption is that the data are MAR, in which the missing data process may depend on observed rather than unobserved data. Any systematic pattern of missingness can be mediated by the observed data under MAR, and thus conditional on observed data the missing data process is random. Effective computational methods for handling missing data under the MAR assumption are well established, such as multiple imputations or the EM algorithm (Little and Rubin, 2002 ).
In the Bayesian or likelihood setting, the missing data process is said to be ignorable under MCAR and MAR (Im et al., 1989; Little and Rubin, 2002) . This means that a valid inference can be obtained based on the model for the observed data only, ignoring the missing data process. Finally, when neither the assumption of MCAR or MAR holds the missing data are MNAR, where even after accounting for all available observed information the missing data process still depends on the missing observations themselves, perhaps in addition to observed data. The missing data process is in general non-ignorable under MNAR and a valid inference would require the missing data process to be explicitly modeled and incorporated into the modeling procedure.
Missing data in evolutionary studies might be particularly important when the reason for missingness is that individuals die before a trait is expressed or measured. These individuals are referred to as the 'invisible fraction' (Grafen, 1988) and will often constitute a substantial amount of the missing data. When this mortality is non-random in relation to the trait of interest, e.g. lighter individuals have higher mortality than heavier individuals, missing data are MNAR in most cases (Hadfield, 2008) . Because the probability of death before the trait is expressed, and hence missingness, 3 depends on the phenotypic value of the trait it would imply that viability selection acts directly on the focal trait or indirectly via genetically correlated traits. Moreover, the distributional properties of the observed sample will differ from those of the potential full sample, leading to biased inferences. This is illustrated in Figure 1 with an example of parent-offspring regression on height data, where the parameter of interest is the heritability given by the slope of the regression line. The left panel shows the regression on the complete data with no missing values. In the middle panel we deleted 32 observations at random. The regression line and hence the heritability is only slightly changed and asymptotically the heritability estimate is equal to that from the full data set. The right panel shows the regression on the data set after we deleted data on the 32 tallest offspring. The reason for missingness is directly linked to the response variable itself (i.e. the height of offspring), and the data are missing not at random (MNAR). It is obvious from the figure that the estimated heritability is significantly downward biased under MNAR. If data for the offspring of the 32 tallest parents were missing, but the height of the parents were known, we would have an example of missing at random (MAR). Unfortunately, it is not possible to tell from the data at hand whether the missing data process is ignorable or non-ignorable (Little and Rubin, 2002) .
A general approach to account for non-ignorable missing data is to base inferences on a joint model of both the data and the missing data process. Joint modeling approaches for handling non-ignorable missing data are frequently appearing in biostatistics (Diggle and Kenward, 1994; Little, 1995; Verbeke and Molenberghs, 2000; Bechger et al., 2002) . Based on the ideas presented 4 in such literature, we propose a joint modeling approach for phenotypic data and the missing data process to accommodate potential non-ignorable missing data due to the invisible fraction (e.g. caused by viability selection before age of measurement). For heritable traits, at least some information on the missing observations can be recovered from observed phenotypic values of their relatives which will be reflected in the breeding values. We suggest a shared parameter model (e.g. Vonesh et al., 2006) which assumes conditional independence between the data model and the missing data process given the breeding values.
In the present study we first explore how inferences vary under assumptions of MAR (ignoring the missing data process) and MNAR (joint modeling), for various missing data processes and different heritabilities. Next we consider a phenotypic trait in the barn owl (Tyto alba), the diameter of black plumage spots displayed on the ventral body side, that is highly heritable (h 2 = 0.82) and for which the expression is only weakly sensitive to environmental factors (Roulin and Djikstra, 2003) . Hence, additive genetic variance can be accurately estimated, providing a unique opportunity to evaluate whether our joint modeling approach to account for missing data is indeed efficient when applied to data collected by evolutionary biologists.
The barn owl pedigree is also used for the simulation study.
The key reason for considering the barn owl is that we previously showed that the size of black spots is directionally selected, with females displaying larger black spots having a survival advantage in the first-year of life. As a consequence of this selection, we could demonstrate microevolution with the mean spot size having significantly increased in our population over the course of 12 years (Roulin et al. 2010) . We thus ask the question of whether mortality among nestling females (i.e. before these young produce feathers and hence the black spots) is random with respect to spot size. If selection is already acting before females produce the black spots, it would indicate that at least at that stage selection is acting on genetically correlated traits.
We take a Bayesian approach to inference, which can be performed efficiently and accurately without simulations using integrated nested Laplace approximations (INLA). The INLA methodology was introduced by Rue and Martino (2006) and Rue et al. (2009) and provides a fast and deterministic alternative to traditional Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods. INLA has proven very efficient in the modeling of Gaussian traits Holand et al., 2013) and it allows us to draw inferences from the joint model in a reasonable amount of time.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the barn owl system used and introduces the Bayesian animal model framework. Furthermore, our joint model formulation is specified, the connection between our model and a bivarite model of a focal trait and missingness is established, and a joint model is set up for the barn owl system. Results from the simulation study and from applying our joint model for barn owls are presented in Section 3. In Section 4 the method and our findings are discussed. and number and size of black eumelanic spots located at the tip of feathers.
These traits are sexually dimorphic with females being on average darker reddish and displaying on average more and larger black spots. Variation in the size of eumelanic spots is particularly interesting as it was shown to co-vary with a number of physiological, morphological and behavioral traits (Roulin and Ducrest, 2011; Van den Brink et al., 2012) . We have also recently shown in our Swiss population that females are positively selected for large spots (Roulin et al., 2010) . Here we use data collected between 1996 and 2007 (a subset of the dataset in Roulin et al. (2010) , as we have removed all owls that hatched before 1996) on the size of eumelanic spots of individuals breeding in 110 nest boxes put up in barns over the study area, a plain covering 190 km 2 .
The pedigree was constructed by assuming the social parents were the biological parents, as extra-pair paternity is rare in the barn owl (Roulin et al., 2004) . Breeding females were distinguished from males by the presence of a brood patch, and sex of each nestling was determined from blood cell DNA using sex specific molecular markers. For a more thorough description of the fieldwork and methods, see e.g. Roulin et al. (2010) . 
Bayesian animal models
A popular approach to quantitative genetic analysis for domestic and wild populations is the use of generalized linear mixed models (GLMM), so-called animal models (Henderson, 1975; Lynch and Walsh, 1998; Sorensen and Gianola, 2002; Kruuk, 2004 ). The animal model links phenotypic values to different genetic and environmental effects through information from large pedigrees, to estimate important quantitative genetic parameters.
The scope of this article is restricted to analysis of a single trait at a time, in which case the vector of phenotypic values y of all individuals in a population can be written
where β is the vector containing group level effects, or 'fixed effects', and a is the vector of additive genetic effects, called breeding values. is a vector of random individual effects, and B and X are known incidence matrices.
Bayesian inference from animal models requires the likelihood for the phenotypic values as well as prior distributions for the latent variables and hyperparameters to be defined. Continuous traits are expected to be approximately Gaussian distributed and generated from the following conditional probability distribution;
where σ 2 is the variance of random individual environmental effects and I denotes the identity matrix.
Animal models are so-called latent Gaussian models, in which the latent variables (β, a, ) are assigned Gaussian prior distributions. The random individual effects are assumed independent between observations, with zero mean.
The variance of is often a parameter of direct interest and we let σ 2 enter the prior as an unknown hyperparameter.
The breeding values a are also assigned zero mean Gaussian prior, and have a covariance structure corresponding to how individuals within the population are related (e.g. Lynch and Walsh, 1998) 
Here, A is the additive genetic relationship matrix and σ 2 a is the additive genetic variance, which is an unknown hyperparameter.
Finally, each group level effect (e.g. sex and hatch year) are assumed independent and given zero mean Gaussian prior distribution. The variance of the group level effects are often not of explicit interest, at least not in the present work, so we set the variance to a fixed value to ease computational efforts. To reflect vague prior knowledge about the group level effects, the variance is set to a high value and the prior becomes
To set up the full Bayesian model, the priors for the hyperparameters (σ 2 and σ 2 a ) must be specified. We use independent inverse Gamma priors with known parameters for the variance components
Bayesian animal models are considered efficient in dealing with missing data as the missing data are treated as random variables and does not require deletion or imputation of incomplete cases (O'Hara et al., 2008; Steinsland and Jensen, 2010) . However, animal models implicitly assume any missing data are MCAR or MAR. To account for potential non-random (directional)
selective processes resulting in missing data, we propose to use a joint modeling approach where the missingness is considered informative (part of the data) and modeled together with the phenotypic trait. In principle, one would like to consider the joint density p(y, m|θ, φ), where θ and φ are parameter vectors describing the measurement model and the missing data process, respectively. A major challenge for the joint modeling approach is that the correct model for the missing data process is rarely known. But as most traits of interest in quantitative genetics and/or selection studies are to some extent heritable, at least some information about the genetic component of the invisible fraction can be recovered from observed phenotypic values of recorded relatives. The genetic correlation between the trait of interest and missingness therefore gives valuable information about the missing data process (Hadfield, 2008) . By assuming that the measurement model and the missing data process are independent given the additive genetic effects a we can factorize the joint model as
Joint model formulation
This model falls within the class of shared parameter models (Little, 1995; Vonesh et al., 2006) , and implies that all association between the trait of interest and the missing process is induced by the additive genetic effects.
The shared parameter model (SPM) is obtained by specifying a conditional model for the phenotypic data p(y|a, θ), for which we use the animal model (1), and a conditional model for the missing process p(m|a, φ). The missingness is represented by binary variables, and assumed to come from the conditional distribution m|π ∼ Bin(1, π). We model the probability of individual i being missing π i = Pr(m i = 1|φ) using a logistic model
where κ is a vector containing group level effects relevant to the missing process and v T i is a design vector (row vector of indexes to assign the appropriate group level effects to π i ). a i is the breeding value of individual i,
and this parameter appears in both models and is what links the two models together. Because the two responses y and m can be related, the (scalar)
hyperparameter γ describes the nature of this association. Consequently, if γ = 0 the two models are unrelated and there is nothing to be gained by a joint analysis.
Priors on the latent variables and the hyperparameters for the missing data process must be specified to complete the modeling set-up. The prior for the additive genetic effects a i is specified in (4). The group level effects κ are in conformity with the group level effects entering the animal model assigned independent zero mean Gaussian prior with known variance
Hence, also the missing process is a latent Gaussian model, with latent field η.
The association parameter γ is an unknown hyperparameter and is assigned zero mean Gausian prior with known variance
Even though our model has two responses (y, m), the SPM is a univariate animal model. Only the additive genetic effect of the trait y is included the model. But this does not imply that the genetic correlation between the trait and the missing process is 1. These issues are further discussed below.
Relation to bivariate animal model for focal trait and missingness
For our data on spot diameter the missing process corresponds to pre-juvenile survival. In Appendix A we set up a bivariate animal model (BAM) for our 13 focal trait, i.e. spot diameter, and the missing process, i.e. pre-juvenile survival. Further it is shown that the shared parameter model introduced in Section 2.3, corresponds to using the BAM. Importantly, the SPM simplifies the inference when the additive genetics of the focal trait and its association with the missing process / pre-juvenile survival is of interest, and not the additive genetic variance of the missing process. We also find that γa is not the breeding value of the missing process, but the part of the additive effect the missing process share with the focal trait.
Simulation study 1, SPM
We conducted a simulation study to evaluate the performance of the shared parameter model (SPM) in comparison to a naive modeling approach where the animal model was used without considering the missing data process.
Data sets were simulated to represent phenotypic data with various levels of additive genetic basis, and with missing data caused by various missing-data processes. Phenotypic values were simulated across the known pedigree of the barn owl population by sampling from the following simple animal model
where a ∼ N(0, Aσ Further, individual i's trait record is missing (i.e. deleted) with probabil-
where a i is the additive genetic effect of individual i. In (12) For each combination of (σ 2 a , α, γ) we generated 100 complete data sets from model (11). Further, based on each complete data set, the missing data pattern was simulated by model (12) and observations deleted accordingly.
Thus, we have 100 synthetic data sets with missing values for each set of model parameters. For each of these data sets parameters were estimated under both the shared parameter model (SPM) and the missing at random (MAR) model.
The parameter α set the general level of the proportion of missing data which is increasing with in α. For non-negative association (γ = 0) and α = 0.5 the proportion of missing data also depends on γ and the additive genetic variance σ 2 a , and is increasing with stronger association and heritability. This can be understood from the unsymmetrical relation between these parameters and the logit link function. The proportion of missing data depends on all three parameters, and are given for our parameter sets in Table S1 .
For a real data set at hand we know the proportion of missing data, 
Simulation study 2, BAM
We have also preformed a simulation study where we generate data from the bivariate animal model (BAM) and make inference using the SPM. The purpose of this study was to demonstrate that the SPM gives valid inference of the genetic parameters also when the true data generating model is the BAM.
We simulated data sets using the barn owl pedigree for different Gmatrices. We set σ = 0.5, σ a = 0.5 and α = −1, and chose a set of parameter values of the association parameters; γ = {0, −1, −2} and for the extra additive genetic variance of the missing process σ 2 2 = {0, 0.2, 0.5, 0.8}.
The interpretation of γ is as for the SPM. The corresponding G-matrices are given by (16), and the additive genetic correlation between the focal trait and the missing process is given by (17).
For each of these 12 parameter sets we generated 100 data sets with missing values based on the BAM presented in Section 2.4. Further, inference were made using both the MAR-model and the SPM.
Joint model for field data
We now set up a shared parameter model for the barn owls system presented in Section 2.1. The trait of interest is the diameter of black plumage spots expressed on the ventral body side. This trait has previously been shown to be under strong genetic control and not significantly sensitive to rearing environment or body condition (Roulin and Djikstra, 2003) . More recent studies have also revealed that spot diameter has a partially sex-linked inheritance (Roulin et al., 2010) . As spot diameter is highly heritable, the shared parameter model should be able to account for potential non-random missingness in relation to this trait, making it suitable for demonstration of the proposed methodology. Roulin et al. (2010) found that selection exerted on spot size directly, or on unmeasured traits highly genetically correlated with spot size favored females with large spots and weakly favored males with smaller spots. Strong directional selection on females caused an increase in spot diameter in the population over the study period from 1996 to 2007. The results indicate that spot diameter is under viability selection and thus a modeling approach assuming MAR, like the animal model, might not be valid.
We follow the modeling framework presented in Section 2.4, but to account for sex-linked inheritance we used an extended animal model as presented in Roulin et al. (2010) . Further, as selection seems to favor opposite characteristics of spot diameter in the two sexes, we allow the parameters in the missing data process to be sex specific. Hence, we have two sets of parameters for the missing data process, one for males and one for females.
The full model then reads:
where a superscript of m and f indicates parameters corresponding to males and females, respectively. The other parameters have an interpretation equivalent to that in model (1) 
Results
All models are fitted using integrated nested Laplace integration (INLA), and model choice are done using DIC. A brief description is given in Appendix B
Results, Simulation studies
The objective of simulation study 1 was to investigate model performance for different values of additive genetic variance and for the parameters governing the missing data process, i.e. the level of missingness (α) and the association between the missing process and the focal trait (γ). We calculated the bias of estimated additive genetic variance obtained by the MAR-model and the SPM in each simulation. The results are summarized in Table 1 The results from simulation study 2 are summarized in Table 2 and Table   S3 . Comparing these results with the corresponding results for simulation study 1, i.e. with α = −1 and σ 2 a = 0.5, we find, as expected from theory, that the results are almost identical and independent of the value of σ 2 2 .
Thus, our SPM gives correct estimates for the additive genetic variance σ 2 a also for data simulated from a BAM.
Results, Field data
Several models were fitted to determine the appropriate factors (sex and hatch year) to include in the data model in equation 13a, and also to decide 20 whether the autosomal-and/or Z-linked additive genetic component should comprise the shared parameter in the missing process models in equation 13b and 13c. The models were compared using the deviance information criterion (DIC), where the model with the lowest value of DIC is considered the best model (Spiegelhalter et al., 2002) . The DIC strongly suggested that only sex should be included in the data model while only hatch year was to be included in the missing data processes. Further, the difference in DIC suggested a model with autosomal effect as shared parameter for males and that Z-linked effect as shared parameter for both males and females. Thus, we specified the shared parameter model as:
The corresponding MAR-model, used for comparison, is solely the extended animal model (14a).
Parameter estimates for both the SPM model and the MAR model are given in Table 3 , and the marginal posterior distributions of autosomal-and Z-linked additive genetic variance are shown in Figure S1 . Posterior mean of 
Discussion
Although some of the potential problems caused by ignoring the missing fraction of a population in evolutionary analysis were pointed out more than two decades ago (Grafen, 1988) , this issue subsequently received little attention.
Only recently has it again been brought to the attention of scientists studying natural populations (Hadfield, 2008; Nakagawa and Freckleton, 2008 ).
Hadfield (2008) used missing data theory (Rubin, 1976) to show that the presence of non-ignorable missing data may lead to estimates of selection that are downward biased or even in the wrong direction. He also raised a call to extend existing quantitative genetic techniques to account for missing data and use such techniques in evolutionary biology studies.
We have introduced a framework that simultaneously model the missing process and the quantitative genetics of the trait of interest. A simulation study was carried out to explore when the (indirect) assumption of missing at random is critical, and how our joint models deals with this. Further, the methodology was used to reanalyse additive genetic parameters of a directionally selected melanin-based trait (in the form of black feather spots) in a Swiss barn owl population.
The simulation study showed that especially when the heritability is high and the association between the breeding values and the missing process is strong, we get severely biased estimates for the genetic variance, and also very low coverage. This agrees with both Hadfield (2008) Our model, the shared parameters model (SPM), only requires the pedigree and the trait measurements, which implicitly gives the missing data structure. The dependency between the missing process and the trait is modeled through a linear dependency between missingness and breeding values. As demonstrated in the barn owl study, other explanatory variables, for example hatch year, can be included in the analysis, both in the model for the trait and for the missing process. The modeling framework also allows nongenetic random effects such as maternal effects or nest effects to be included in the models. From the simulation study we have seen that in the presence of NMAR, the SPM model gives unbiased estimates and good coverage. If the SPM is used when there is no association between the missing process and the breeding values, we still get unbiased estimates, but with slightly larger credible intervals than the MAR model, see Table 2 for γ = 0).
A quantity of key interest for evolutionary biologists is the rate and direction of adaptive evolution. To precisely predict the rate and direction of the adaptive evolution of a trait both the strength and selection of selection (i.e. relationship between phenotype and fitness) and the adaptive potential (i.e. the additive genetic variance) of the trait needs to be accurately estimated (Lynch and Walsh, 1998) . In our simulation study we show that ignoring missing data in quantitative genetic analyses might lead to biased estimates of additive genetic variance. As a consequence, predictions of the potential rate of evolutionary change might be wrong. Our simulation study
shows that this potential problem is particularly important for traits that have high heritability, and when the relationship between trait and missing process is strong (Table 1) . However, we also find that estimates of additive genetic variance may be reduced by more than 30% in the presence of non-ignorable missing data even when the heritability of the trait is only 0.2 (Table 1) if the association between the breeding value of the trait and the missing process is strong.
Based on the previous finding that females displaying larger black spots are positively selected in the barn owl, a key aim of the present study was to determine whether this pattern of selection takes place even before female nestlings produce their feathers where spots are located (i.e. since we measured this plumage trait in nestling birds, a number of individuals that die prematurely are missing from our data set). In the study of barn owl spot size we found that accounting for the missing data process improved the model fit, but that the estimated additive genetic variances of spot size did not change much (Figure 3 , Table 5 ). In this case we have moderate heritability, and association, but relatively few individuals are missing (about 6 %). The closest parameter set in the simulation study is (σ (Table 2 in Roulin et al. (2010) ). Our results (on nestling mortality) shows that there is a positive relationship between Z-linked additive effects and missingness for both males and females, i.e. that smaller breeding values give a higher probability of surviving until fledging. Hence, there seems to be opposite selection processes for different life phases for female barn owls. Brood reduction is the dominating cause of death for nestlings, while traffic accidents is the dominating cause of death between fledging and recruitment (Baudvin, 1986) . Therefore, it is not unreasonable that the selection is in opposite directions before and after fledging. Compared to Roulin et al. (2010) our study indicates a weaker positive selection on spot size in females and a stronger negative selection in males, which is in accordance with results in .
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The results indicate that selection is taking place even before the black spots are produced. This emphasizes that spot size is genetically correlated with other traits that are under selection. Thus, owls displaying large spots were missing from our study not because they displayed large spots, but because this trait is associated with a number of phenotypes that are under selection. Indeed, it is shown that spot size displayed by mothers is correlated with offspring quality measures including parasite resistance, resistance to oxidative stress and an increase in corticosterone levels, appetite and the ability to withstand lack of food (Roulin and Ducrest, 2011) . That nestling stage selection acts on genetically correlated traits, does of course not exclude the possibility that large spots are themselves under direct selection at a later stage as previous experimental studies suggested (Roulin, 1999; Roulin and Altwegg, 2007) . That we estimate a positive trend in autosomal breeding values support this possibility. Our findings of negative associations between missingness and Z-linked additive genetic effects together with a positive trend in autosomal breeding values, calls for putting effort into finding the autosomal genes on which selection is positive between fledging and recruitment and the Z-linked genes on which selection is negative at the nestling stage. This study demonstrates that our SPM can be used not only to to account for missing data in quantitative genetic analyses, but also to explore evolutionary processes that can not be explored directly: the association parameter γ gives us information about the selection process.
Conclusion
Missing data in quantitative genetic studies can cause severely biased estimates of additive genetic variance and an underestimation of natural selection if the data are missing not at random (MNAR), seen from the trait of our interest, but the model used assumes missing at random (MAR). In such cases a joint model of the missing process and the quantitative genetics is needed.
We have proposed the shared parameter model (SPM), which has proven to be successful through a simulation study. Whether a SPM is needed or not is hard to judge from a model assuming MAR: even with relatively few missing data (15%) the additive genetic variance estimate can be severely biased if the heritability is moderate to high and the association between the trait and missing process is strong. In any case, a MAR model does not give any information about the association, which might give important information on the selection process that causes the missing process. Hence, we recommend that a SPM is always fitted to check whether MAR can be assumed.
hence this specification using c 1 and c 2 is an alternative to specifying the
To complete the BAM we give the focal trait likelihood as in Section 2.2, Equation (1). For the pre-juvenile survival / missing process the likelihood model is similar to the one specified in Section 2.3; m i ∼ Bin(1, π i ) with
If we compare (18) with the model for the SPM in (8) we find that the only difference is that the term σ 2 c 2i is added. As independent random effects are confounded with the link for binary likelihoods (Cox and Snell, 1989) .
This implies that it is not possible to estimate (independent) environmental effects for binary traits. Because of this we do not include an environmental effect i for the missing process.
To finalize the Bayesian model priors have to be assigned to hyperparameters. It is common to give the G 0 -matrix the conjugate inverseWishart distribution, which corresponds to a inverse-gamma prior for the variance σ 2 a and a Gaussian prior for γ.
The model can be illustrated using a graph, see figure 2, panel A. From We now assume that properties of the additive genetic effects of the focal trait and their association with the missing process / pre-juvenile survival is of interest, and not the additive genetic variance of the missing process itself.
According to missing data theory (Little and Rubin, 2002) , only variables that the focal trait and the missing process have in common have to be included in the model. In our case only c 1 is common, and hence c 2 can be omitted from the analysis. In our setting we can explain this as only the effects of genes that influence both the focal trait and the missing process has to be included in the analysis, while the effect of genes that do influence the missing process, but not the focal trait can be omitted. This model can be illustrated with the graph in Figure 2 panel B, and coincides with the SPM.
The parameters and variables that are denoted similar in the corresponding BAM and SPM should be interpreted similarly, and estimates will also be similar. It is important to note that in a SPM we do not calculate the genetic variance of the missing process, or the breeding values of the missing process.
We can see this in our set up since σ 2 2 is not calculated, and hence we do not have an estimate of the additive genetic variance of the missing process nor the breeding values u of the missing process. The quantity γa is not the breeding value of the missing process, but the part of the additive effect the missing process share with the focal trait.
B Parameter estimation and model choice
We use integrated nested Laplace approximations (INLA) (Rue and Martino, 2006; Rue et al., 2009 ) to estimate relevant parameters from our models.
INLA is a new non-sampling based approach to Bayesian inference available for latent Gaussian Markov random field (GMRF) models. Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) is currently the standard tool for Bayesian inference 37 for such models. MCMC methods are however computationally very expensive and might suffer from poor mixing and convergence properties. INLA provides a fast deterministic alternative to MCMC, to accurately approximate the posterior marginals of interest.
INLA utilize two basic properties that many latent Gaussian models satisfies. The first is that the latent field (β, a, , κ) admits conditional independence properties, such that the latent field is a GMRF with a sparse precision matrix (inverse covariance matrix). This enables the use of fast numerical methods for sparse matrices, which INLA benefits from in calculations. The second property is that the number of non-Gaussian hyperparameters must be small, to allow for fast numerical integration. Currently, INLA can handle models with up to 10-15 non-Gaussian hyperparameters.
It has be shown that animal models falls within the class of latent GMRF models Holand et al., 2013) , and the INLA methodology is established and tested for animal models in Holand et al. (2013) including a comparing MCMC and INLA.
A further benefit the sparse structure the GMRF property gives is that also simulations from the models are fast, and this combined with fast inference enable simulation studies (Holand et al., 2013) .
Model comparison in the analysis of field data are carried out using the deviance information criterion (DIC) (Spiegelhalter et al.,2002) . The model with the smallest DIC is considered the best model, i.e. the model that would best predict a replicate data set which has the same structure as that currently observed. According to Spiegelhalter et al. (2002) , differences in DIC of more than 10 should definitely rule out the model with the higher 38 DIC. In Holand et al. (2013) simulation studies showed that difference in DIC is an appropriate measure for identifying models with/with out additive genetic effects.
Caption Table 1 Bias ( σ 2 a − σ 2 a ) from simulation study 1. Each presented quantity is the mean of the bias for the 100 data sets in the simulation study with the corresponding parameters (α, γ, σ 2 a ) using the shared parameter model (SPM) and the missing at random (MAR) model. Numbers in bold correspond to parameter sets for which the mean credible interval (see Table S2 ) does not cover the true additive genetic variance σ 2 a .
Caption Table 2 Bias ( σ Table S3 ) does not cover the true additive genetic variance σ 2 a
Caption Figure 3 The proportion of missing data against bias of additive genetic variance 
